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The iliac Story

iliac is the brainchild of legend Bert LaMar, former world class skateboarder and world champion snowboarder,
golfer and designer. Bert creates unique, trendsetting products from his technical design background,
athletic upbringing and creative interaction with the world’s highest level elite golfers, athletes and
celebrities. His products are coveted by “iliackers” worldwide, have been seen on tour golfers, celebrities
and in trendsetting stores globally. Fueled by passion and driven by design, iliac golf apparel and
accessories are engineered to go beyond the ordinary and exceed all expectations. With roots in the past
and arms to the future, iliac fulfills Bert LaMar’s dream of elevating golf apparel to the next level. Luxury
and style meet performance and function in premium, custom designs. Rich in tradition. Handcrafted to
perfection.

iliac is...Something Unique, Something Special, Something Not Available Everywhere, Something Ready
To Meet The Demands Fueled By Your Passion - Real Core Golf & Lifestyle Designs With Roots In The
Past And Arms To The Future.”

RICH IN TRADITION
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Designer . Founder . Bert LaMar

Skateboard Legend Two Time World Champion Snowboarder Designer To The Worlds Top Golfers / Celebrities
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THE RANCHER 
Black Bamboom . Ramsey Blue Scottish Clan Tartan

Design: Our signature shirt design with a simple yet eye catching look. The Rancher debuted on 
Zach Johnson (Masters and Open Champion) at the 2011 Masters. 
Technical: BODY: BAMBOOM: Made from bamboo tree fibers, which create a calming effect 
for the player. Slightly more structure than the PQ10, 5.5 oz, covers body hair, wicks moisture 
and anti-microbial. Easy care, wrinkle resistant & UV protection SPF 40.
ACCENT: Sublimated PQ10
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THE RANCHER 
Navy / English Stretch Suit Plaid
Black / English Stretch Suit Plaid
Pure White / English Stretch Suit Plaid

Design: Our signature shirt design with a simple yet eye catching look. The Rancher debuted on Zach 
Johnson (Masters and Open Champion) at the 2011 Masters. 
Technical: BODY: PQ 10: Moisture wicking, easy care, wrinkle resistant for easy traveling to tourna-
ments, anti-microbial, breathable, UV protection SPF 40. silky smooth exterior, Micro Pique interior, 4 oz 
weight - ideal for warm to moderate temperatures.                                                                                   
ACCENT: English Stretch Suit Plaid: Elastomer 4 way stretch, micro-fiber texture.
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Design: Our signature shirt design with a simple yet eye catching look. The Rancher debuted on 
Zach Johnson (Masters and Open Champion) at the 2011 Masters. 
Technical: BODY: BAMBOOM: Made from bamboo tree fibers, which create a calming effect 
for the player. Slightly more structure than the PQ10, 5.5 oz, covers body hair, wicks moisture 
and anti-microbial & UV protection SPF 40. Easy care, wrinkle resistant.                                           
ACCENT: Sublimated PQ10

THE RANCHER 
Black Bamboom . Royal Crown
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THE RANCHER 
White Bamboom . Ramsey Blue Scottish Clan Tartan

Design: Our signature shirt design with a simple yet eye catching look. The Rancher debuted on 
Zach Johnson (Masters and Open Champion) at the 2011 Masters. 
Technical: BODY: BAMBOOM: Made from bamboo tree fibers, which create a calming effect 
for the player. Slightly more structure than the PQ10, 5.5 oz, covers body hair, wicks moisture 
and anti-microbial & UV protection SPF 40. Easy care, wrinkle resistant. ACCENT: Sublimated 
PQ10
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THE RANCHER 
Black Bamboom . Blue Plaid
Pure White . Blue Plaid

Design: Our signature shirt design with a simple yet eye catching look. The Rancher debuted on 
Zach Johnson (Masters and Open Champion) at the 2011 Masters. 
Technical: BODY: BAMBOOM: Made from bamboo tree fibers, which create a calming effect 
for the player. Slightly more structure than the PQ10, 5.5 oz, covers body hair, wicks moisture 
and anti-microbial & UV protection SPF 40. Easy care, wrinkle resistant. ACCENT: Sublimated 
PQ10
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THE RANCHER 
White Bamboom . Blue Plaid

Design: Our signature shirt design with a simple yet eye catching look. The Rancher debuted on 
Zach Johnson (Masters and Open Champion) at the 2011 Masters. 
Technical: BODY: BAMBOOM: Made from bamboo tree fibers, which create a calming effect 
for the player. Slightly more structure than the PQ10, 5.5 oz, covers body hair, wicks moisture 
and anti-microbial & UV protection SPF 40. Easy care, wrinkle resistant. ACCENT: Sublimated 
PQ10
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Pure White . Ramsey Blue Scottish Clan Tartan

THE TOUR SPLIT II

Design: “The Tour Split is specifically designed for my tour players looking for function, style, 
class and performance all in one shirt. The tour split V sleeve helps the fitted sleeve stay down 
along the arm. A classic left chest pocket bar, my signature button down collar all help anyone 
look like a professional all day long.” Bert LaMar,  Designer. Technical: BODY: SUBLIMA-
TION: A process Bert introduced to the snowboard world through technical development with 
fiber engineers, now debuting in the golf/lifestyle world. Art is transferred via a gasouse state 
into the material fibers from the outside at tempatures over 250 degrees. This process traps in 
vibrant ink freshness and allows the fibers touching the skin to remain raw and work naturally.  
BODY: PQ 10: Moisture wicking, easy care, wrinkle resistant for ease when traveling to tour-
naments, anti-microbial, breathable, UV protection SPF 40, silky smooth exterior, Micro Pique 
interior, 4 oz weight - ideal for warm to moderate temperatures. 
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Design: Clean understated elegance with subtle Bert LaMar signature details. 
Technical: BODY: SUBLIMATION: A process Bert introduced to the snowboard world through 
technical development with fiber engineers and is now bringing to the golf/lifestyle world. Art 
is transferred via a gasouse state in the material fibers from the outside at tempatures over 250 
degrees. This process traps in vibrant ink freshness and allows the fibers touching the skin to 
remain raw and work naturally. BODY: PQ 10: Moisture Wicking, Easy Care, wrinkle resistant 
for ease when traveling to tournaments, anti-microbial, breathable, UV protection SPF 40, silky 
smooth exterior, Micro Pique interior, 4 oz weight - ideal for war  to moderate temperatures. 

THE PARIS
Sublimated Chill Blue Denim
Ramsey Blue Scottish Clan Tartan
Royal Crown
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THE PARIS 
Sublimated Grey Denim

Design: Clean understated elegance with subtle Bert LaMar signature details. 
Technical: BODY: SUBLIMATION: A process Bert introduced to the snowboard world through 
technical development with fiber engineers and is now bringing to the golf/lifestyle world. Art 
is transferred via a gasouse state in the material fibers from the outside at tempatures over 250 
degrees. This process traps in vibrant ink freshness and allows the fibers touching the skin to 
remain raw and work naturally. BODY: PQ 10: Moisture Wicking, Easy Care, wrinkle resistant 
for ease when traveling to tournaments, anti-microbial, breathable, UV protection SPF 40., silky 
smooth exterior, Micro Pique interior, 4 oz weight - ideal for warm to moderate temperatures. 
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THE SOLID II
Pure White . Black . Navy 

Design: Understated elegance. Clean, simple yet loaded with subtle details like Bert’s signature
back collar V with contrast button & front collar buttons. Technical: BODY: PQ 10: Moisture
Wicking, easy care, wrinkle resistant for easy traveling to tournaments, anti-microbial, breathable, 
UV protection SPF 40. silky smooth exterior, Micro Pique interior, 4 oz weight - ideal for warm
to moderate tempatures.
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THE STYMIE
Black Micro Fleece . Italian Floral
Navy . Ramsey Blue Scottish Clan Tartan

Design: Fitted, light, stretchy and warm all packed into this sleek design. Form fitted design 
with tapered forearms, sleek sleeves, long athletic body shape to stay down over the belt line 
while swinging. High soft collar with zipper garage and pockets for those burley days on the 
links. Technical: 360 degree stretch & performance micro-fleece. Short micro-fleece fibers on the 
outer layer slow down the harsh winds and cold from entering the inside memebrane layer. The 
skin layer is constructed of moisture wicking fibers to pull sweat of the skin and into the air fast, 
keeping you dry and warm. 
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THE MATCH PLAY III
Black Fleece

Design: Today’s functionality, fit and feel with the warmth of a fur coat. The Match Play III has 
evolved from feedback over 10 years now on the PGA & European Tours. Form fitted design 
with tapered forearms, sleek sleeves, long athletic body shape to stay down over the belt line 
while swinging. High soft collar with zipper garage and pockets for those burly days on the 
links. Technical: BODY: 360 degree stretch & performance mid/micro-fleece. The slightly furry 
outer layer acts like a bear’s coat to prevent wind and chill from entering the inside layer. The 
skin layer is constructed of moisture-wicking fibers that pull sweat off the skin and into the air
fast, keeping you dry and warm. Anti-microbial, breathable, 25 UV protection, silky smooth 
exterior, Micro Pique interior, 4 oz weight - ideal for warm to moderate temperatures.                                                                                   
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THE DORMY II
Pure White
British Red
Navy Design: The Dormy II is the packable fitted pullover you’ll want to keep in your bag 

at all times. Ultra light weight, massive 360 degree stretch with Bert’s unique antique 
nickel coil zipper with water/weather proof suede pull. Form fitted design with tapered 
forearms, sleek sleeves, long athletic body shape to stay down over the belt line while 
swinging. Technical: Moisture wicking, massive 360 degree stretch, UV protection SPF 
50., ultra soft and smooth on the skin.
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THE DORMY II 
White Bamboom

Design: The Dormy II is the packable fitted pullover you’ll want to keep in your bag at all times. 
Ultra light weight, massive 360 degree stretch with Bert’s unique antique nickel coil zipper with 
water/weather proof suede pull. Form fitted design with tapered forearms, sleek sleeves, long 
athletic body shape to stay down over the belt line while swinging. Technical: BODY: BAM-
BOOM: Made from bamboo tree fibers, which create a calming effect for the player. 5.5 oz for 
a slightly more structured feel than the Dormy II. Easy care, wrinkle resistant. breathable, UV 
protection SPF 40., silky smooth exterior, micro pique interior, 4 oz weight - ideal for warm to 
moderate temperatures.                                                                                   
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THE FEATHERY 
Granite

Design: The Feathery provides ultimate wind stopping warmth both on and off the course with
today’s fashion forward fitted shape. Tapered forearms, sleek sleeves, long athletic body shape 
to stay down over the belt line while swinging. High soft collar with zipper garage and pockets 
for those long days on the links. Technical: The Feathery is constructed with our longest wind 
stopping fibers. The fur-like feel and outer layer shelter the body from the cold wind. Feathery 
fleece on the inside provides a comfortable and soft texture.
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THE JIN CUT 
Pure White . Black . Navy . Granite

Design: The best pant on the PGA Tour.  Time-
less classic cut with fitted legs and Bert’s orig-
inal logo on the tour split bottom hem. Techni-
cal: LDS Luxury Dry Stretch is a material Bert 
developed specifically for the demands his tour 
staff requires. Moisture wicking, wrinkle resis-
tant, performance stretch and a weft air texture 
on the skin keeping you dry and comfortable so 
you can focus on scoring. 
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THE AM SHORT 
Black Bamboom . Royal Crown
Ramsey Blue Scottish Clan Tartan
Italian Floral

Design: Fitted body with Bert’s 
signature long tapered  bermuda 
style legs.  Technical: LSS Luxury 
Soft Stretch New ultra soft 360 
degree stretch. Moisture wicking, 
wrinkle resistant. 
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THE AM SHORT 
Black Bamboom . Royal Crown
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TOUR GOLF ACCESSORIES  
Hand Crafted Tour Designs
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TOUR GOLF ACCESSORIES  
Hand Crafted Tour Designs
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TOUR GOLF ACCESSORIES  
Hand Crafted Tour Designs
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TOUR GOLF ACCESSORIES  
Hand Crafted Tour Designs
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TOUR GOLF ACCESSORIES  
Hand Crafted Tour Designs



Picture is worth 1000 words

Bert’s designs have been used & worn at golf ’s 
highest level by the games greatest players 
such as Zach Johnson (Open & Masters Cham-
pion), Jimmy Walker (PGA Championship 
Winner), Retief Goosen (Two-Time US Open 
Champion) and many more. Used by President 
Cup, Ryder Cup teams and 2016 Olympic Gold 
medal Winner Justin Rose, Athletes & Celebri-
ties.

Everyone wants Bert’s Products and Bert on their side
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POP .  POINT OF PURCHASE  



iliacgolf.com
iliac Studio (877) 222-1165 

Carlsbad, California


